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Fed lift-off day is nearing fast

Contacts

At its meeting on Wednesday the Fed will contribute to the discussion whether the path
towards a neutral policy stance that markets currently price in is enough to reign in inflationary pressures, or whether more needs to be done. Against this background, an early
start to the balance sheet run-off, i.e. quantitative tightening (QT), as highlighted in the
Fed minutes, is a logical step forward in the current discussion. QT is a blunt instrument,
which can come with unwanted side-effects. We don’t think QT will steepen the yield curve,
but it could slow down the flattening process and force the terminal rate to move up somewhat, leading to a quicker real yield adjustment. The Fed needs to tread carefully and flag
any steps well in advance to avoid real yield spikes and negative spill-over effects for risk
markets.
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Conversely, the People’s Bank of China (PBoC) has cut key rates this week and indicated
to ease further. Going forward, we expect incremental rate cuts, use of lending facilities
and government bond issuance to provide credit to the economy amid weak loan demand.
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With inflation readings notably higher, the Bank of Canada is likely to deliver its first rate
hike at its January 26. This should push the USD-CAD closer towards 1.20.
Finally, the Q4 reporting in the US is off to a soft start. Notably, financials disappoint on
higher costs and lower trading revenues.
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US macro
A Fed under pressure to tighten more rapidly
Raphael Olszyna-Marzys
International Economist
raphael.olszyna-marzys@jsafrasarasin.com
+41 58 317 32 69

When the FOMC meets on Wednesday, Chair Powell will probably flag that the labour
market is very close to maximum employment and that a March lift-off is very likely. Yet
over the coming months, investors are likely to question whether the more hawkish policy
path towards a neutral stance is still too slow given broadening inflationary pressures.

Mr. Powell is likely to flag that the labour market is very close to maximum employment,
pointing to a March rate hike

The market has significantly repriced its expected path of future rates hikes since the
Fed’s hawkish pivot in December and the publications of the minutes earlier this month.
We don’t expect major surprises when the FOMC meets next week (given that it just
changed tack), but there are few things that Chair Powell is likely to flag at its pres s conference. One is that the economy is getting very close to maximum employment, confirming the market’s view and ours that the first rate hike will probably come in March. Though
we don’t expect the Committee to have made up its mind on the process behi nd the balance sheet run-off, Mr. Powell is likely to confirm that most participants prefer to start
reducing the balance soon after lift-off, at a relatively predictable and fast pace, leaving
rates as their main instrument to change the monetary stance.

There is a good chance that the Fed will need
to turn even more hawkish over the coming
months

In our view, over the coming months investors will question whether the new more hawkish policy path towards a neutral stance is still too slow. Indeed, according to the Fed's
projections, policy will only turn neutral in 2024. In other words, policy will remain accommodative even if inflation is projected to remain above the 2% target and the unemployment rate to be below the Fed’s estimate of NAIRU (the unemployment rate that can be
sustained without causing inflation to rise) throughout the whole period.

Most measures are pointing to broadening inflationary pressures

In short, there seems to be an obvious disconnect between the state of the economy and
the monetary stance. True, as supply-demand imbalances shrink, inflation should drop.
According to estimates by the San Francisco Fed, items that are sensitive to disruptions
caused by the pandemic contributed to about ¾ of core PCE inflation last year. Still, inflationary pressures have clearly broadened out. The same estimates show that the annual
inflation rate of items that are not sensitive to COVID-19 has picked up rapidly over the
past 6 months. Other measures of underlying inflation, such as the trimmed mean or
sticky CPI, paint a similar picture. And the broad-based increase in wage growth, captured
by the Atlanta Fed tracker, suggests that labour markets are very tight (Exhibits 1 -3).

Exhibit 1: Broadening inflationary pressures

Exhibit 2: A very tight labour market

Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 20.01.2022
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Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 20.01.2022

Exhibit 3: A pay rise for everyone

Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 20.01.2022
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US fixed income
Quantitative tightening – the elephant in the room
Alex Rohner
Fixed Income Strategist
alex.rohner@jsafrasarasin.com
+41 58 317 3224

The Fed’s announcement of a much earlier start of the balance sheet run-off (QT) than
expected has spooked rate markets as it is a blunt instrument, which can come with
unwanted side-effects if not calibrated properly. We don’t think QT will steepen the yield
curve, but it could well slow down the flattening process and force the terminal rate to
move up somewhat leading to a quicker real yield adjustment. Unlike 2019, the level
of bank reserves is unlikely to be an issue this time, but the market’s capacity to absorb
a too aggressive pace of run-off could be. The Fed will need to tread carefully and flag
any steps clearly and well in advance to avoid spill-over effects for risk markets.

Prospect of an early ‘Quantitative Tightening’
has rattled the Treasury market

The first two weeks in 2022 have been characterised by a sharp repricing in global rates
structures as (1) the emergence of Omicron could lead to a faster loosening of restrictions
and (2) central banks, in particular the Fed, are eager to normalise monetary policy quickly
given more elevated and sticky inflation rates. The Fed’s willingness to start the balance
sheet run-off or ‘Quantitative Tightening’ (QT) already in the second half of 2022 is a clear
indication that the Fed is prepared to be much more aggressive, which has contributed to
an acceleration in the rise in (real) bond yields, at a faster pace than expected.

QT reduces bank reserves and leaves more
bonds to be absorbed by the private sector

QT is the reduction of the Fed’s System Open Market Account (SOMA) bond portfolio, which
consists of mostly Treasury and mortgage backed securities (MBS) that had been purchased under the ‘Quantitative Easing’ programme. This will be primarily achieved by not
(or only partly) reinvesting maturing bonds, but could even be outright selling of bond positions. However it is done, there are two important implications: (1) bank reserves are
reduced instantly and (2) the reinvestment of the ‘extinguished’ bond positions is left for
the private sector to be absorbed, leading to an increased supply of bonds.

Exhibit 1: SOMA portfolio has risen by 4.3tn USD since March 2020
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Close to 2tn USD worth of bonds could be runoff over 3 years

2006

Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 20.01.2022

The volume of the SOMA portfolio has risen by 4.3tn USD since the start of the pandemic,
mostly from purchases of US Treasuries and mortgage backed securities (MBS). While
there is only speculation with regard to the time line and scale of the balance sheet reduction, the 2017-2019 experience offers some insight. A start in September and a comparable pace would equate to a monthly reduction of around 50bn in US Treasuries and 35bn
in MBS (after a brief transition phase), bringing the SOMA portfolio close to 6tn USD by the
end of 2024. This would likely be a level where the system does not have to contend with
overly low reserve levels as was the case in 2019. This also means that over the next 3
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years roughly 2tn USD worth of additional US fixed income securities would need to be
taken up by the private sector, equivalent to about 5%-6% annual US fixed income issuance (based on average 2020/2021 issuance volumes). Lower expected Treasury issuance volumes going forward will likely have some mitigating effect (Exhibits 1, 2).
QT is different from rate hikes

With its likely introduction of an early balance sheet run-off, the Fed has added another
dimension to its framework of tightening monetary policy and hence another layer of complexity. First of all, it is important to realise that balance sheet run-off is also an instrument
to tighten monetary policy. It differs from rate hikes in the sense that it immediately lowers
existing liquidity within the financial system (and hence affects the pricing of risk assets
more directly), while a hike in policy rates primarily focuses on the cost for additional borrowing (and has therefore a more lagged effect). For that reason, QT is not a substitute for
rate hikes, but can be an effective complement to higher policy rates if it is well calibrated.

QT will likely not steepen the curve ….

As mentioned above, QT reduces bank reserves and leaves the private sector to absorb
more bond supply. All things equal, this should steepen the yield curve by leading to upward pressure on (real) bond yields as the marginal buyer requires a higher premium to
buy the additional longer duration bonds. The initial reaction of the bond market to the QT
discussion of the Fed, namely that the yield curve has only flattened very marginally despite the fact that an additional rate hike has been priced, indicates that it has indeed
added some term premium for now. However, the picture is more nuanced:
(1) QT reflects tightening of monetary conditions as does an upward trajectory for policy
rates, (2) macro momentum is moderating at a time when the Fed accelerates monetary
tightening and (3) the environment for risk assets could become potentially more challenging as a consequence of that. These are all factors that would ultimately tend to
dampen the term premium again. We therefore find the arguments for a persistent yield
curve steepening in response to QT unconvincing.

…. but could slow down curve flattening

What QT could potentially do, though, is to slow down the flattening process and prevent
the yield curve from becoming flat too quickly. It would probably weaken a pillar of support
for long-term bonds that has so far kept yields very low during this tightening cycle and
force the market-priced terminal rate to move up somewhat from the current 1.8%. Also,
this would imply a quicker adjustment for real yields. It would seemingly give the Fed more
room to tighten policy before the yield curve sends its usual warning signals. While the
Fed might welcome such a move, this argument pre-supposes that the current market
pricing for the terminal rate is too low and thus could raise the risk of distorting important
signals from the bond market.

QT could increase risks to financial markets

QT is a blunt tool as it immediately and directly removes liquidity from the system and can
come with unintended side effects. The Fed did not get very far during the last run -off as
funding markets suddenly seized up. While inadequate reserve levels are less likely to be
an issue this time, the markets’ capacity to take up the additional supply from a too aggressive run-off could be. The roughly 2trn USD that currently sit on the Fed’s overnight
Reverse Repo Facility (RRP) consist to a large part of money market funds’ investments
and will likely not absorb much of the longer duration Treasury supply. On the other side,
banks have already invested heavily in Treasuries and MBAs during QE and will have to
contend with less reserves (cash) going forward. The Fed will need to tread carefully and
flag any steps clearly and well in advance to prevent disruptions in the Treasury market,
an excessive real yield spike and negative spill-over effects for risk assets.
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China macro
Mali Chivakul
Emerging Markets Economist
mali.chivakul@jsafrasarasin.com
+41 58 317 33 01

PBoC eases policy cautiously
The People’s Bank of China (PBoC) cut key rates this week and pledged to ease further.
Going forward, we expect incremental rate cuts, active use of lending facilities and government bond issuance to provide credit to the economy amid weak loan demand.

Key rates cut by 5-10bp

The PBoC cut key rates this week and pledged to ease further. Interest rates for 1 -year
medium-term lending facilities, 7-day reverse repo and 1-year prime rate were cut by 10bp
to 2.1%, 2.85% and 3.7% respectively (Exhibit 1). 5-year prime rate for first home mortgage
was also cut by 5bp to 4.6%. Government bond yields fell, however, corporate bond yields
only dropped slightly, signalling continued credit risk concerns (Exhibit 2).

We expect incremental rate cuts going forward and an active use of lending facilities

The PBoC has sent further easing signals by suggesting that it would “open the monetary
policy tool box wider”. This likely implies that it will rely more on targeted lending facilities
to support credit to the economy. With Fed rate hike cycle about to start, we expect the
PBoC to be more cautious and only introduce incremental rate cuts going forward.

Near-term improvement in the credit impulse
to come from government bond issuance

While lower rates will ease pressure for existing borrowers, it will not spur lending to the
economy quickly as loan demand is not strong (Exhibit 3). Credit to the economy stabilised
in December and further improvement in the credit impulse will likely come from additional government bond issuance over the coming months to finance infrastructure spending (Exhibit 4).

Exhibit 1: Key rates cut by 5-10bp

Exhibit 2: Government bond yields dropped in anticipation of rate cuts

Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 20.01.2022

Exhibit 3: Loan demand is weak

Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 20.01.2022

Exhibit 4: Credit to the economy stabilised in December
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Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 20.01.2022
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Bank of Canada
Hawkish BoC will likely push the Canadian dollar higher
Dr. Claudio Wewel
FX Strategist
claudio.wewel@jsafrasarasin.com
+41 58 317 32 26

Canadian dollar was the only G10 currency to
gains versus the US dollar throughout 2021

With Canada’s latest inflation readings notably higher than the market expected, we
think that the Bank of Canada (BoC) is likely to deliver its first rate hike at its January
26 meeting, well ahead of the Fed. In our view, this should reinforce support for the
Canadian dollar and allow USD-CAD to catch up with yields. Commodity prices should
give additional near-term support for the Canadian currency and push USD-CAD closer
towards 1.20.
The Canadian dollar was the only G10 currency to end the year 2021 with slight gains
versus the US dollar. Yet its moves have much resembled a roller coaster ride over the
past year (Exhibit 1). While the currency’s recent rebound can be largely attributed to a
pick-up in commodity prices that unfolded at the end of 2021, we think that the Canadian
dollar does not yet fully reflect the extent to which the Bank of Canada (BoC) is set to
tighten monetary conditions.

Exhibit 1: In 2021, CAD dynamics resembled to a roller coaster ride

Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 20.01.2022

Exhibit 2: Canadian consumer prices rose further in December

Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 20.01.2022

The Canadian currency does not fully reflect
the BoC’s hawkish rate hike trajectory

The latest consumer price readings, released on Wednesday have reinforced our view.
Headline inflation rose from 4.7% yoy in November to 4.8% yoy in December on the back
of higher prices for food, vehicles and shelter. With an increase from 3.6% yoy to 4.0% yoy
(Exhibit 2), core inflation came in notably higher than the market had expected.

4Q21 Canadian Survey of Consumer Expectations stresses that rising inflation has become
a key concern

The developments on the inflation front are also mirrored in the 4Q21 Canadian Survey of
Consumer Expectations along with the 4Q21 Business Outlook Survey, which the BoC both
released on Monday. The reports stress that inflation has become a key concern for Canadians, turning into the most important economic variable, ahead of jobs and taxes. Canadians expect inflation to remain high throughout the next two years while longer term
expectations have not changed substantially to this point (Exhibit 3). This means that the
BoC is expected to meet its inflation goal once the pandemic-induced supply bottlenecks
have abated and implies that so far, inflation expectations have remained anchored. Nevertheless, enterprises expect wage costs to rise, which shows that the labour market is
running hotter as the Canadian economy moves closer to achieving the maximum employment goal (Exhibit 4). Finally, private households are planning to spend more in 2022,
which should exert additional upward pressure on inflation (Exhibit 5).
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Exhibit 3: Inflation expectations on the rise
Consumer survey-based inflation expectations, %
5

Exhibit 4: Businesses expect wages to increase
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Exhibit 5: Canadians plan to spend more
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Bank of Canada likely to deliver a first rate
hike at its January 26 meeting

While the risk of a wage-price spiral may still be limited, both survey results and December
inflation prints underline that Canadian inflation pressures have continued to mount to a
considerable extent. In light of these circumstances, the BoC is likely to deliver a first rate
hike at its January 26 meeting, which would make it the fourth G10 central bank to lift its
policy rate, following the BoE, Norges Bank and the RBNZ (Exhibit 6). In our view, a January
lift-off should reinforce support for the Canadian dollar and allow USD-CAD to catch up
with its yield differential, given that the gap had widened significantly during the fourth
quarter of 2021 (Exhibit 7).

We expect commodity prices to remain supportive for the Canadian currency in the near
term

Lastly, we think that commodity prices should remain supportive for the Canadian currency in the near term. Given that the OPEC currently struggles to achieve its agreed output targets, the oil price is likely to remain elevated for some time. Furthermore, mounting
political tensions have pushed the oil price to new highs as of late. Besides the Ukraine
conflict, growing hostilities between Iran and Saudi Arabia have escalated in a drone missile strike on fuel trucks in the UAE. Taken together, these developments are increasing
concerns that supply constraints could intensify further going forward. Beyond oil, the increase in energy prices has made the production of industrial metals such as aluminium,
copper and nickel more cost-intensive, which has allowed industrial metals to grind
higher. As they make up a sizeable part of Canada’s commodity exports, this should also
support the Canadian currency (Exhibit 8). Consequently, we expect the USD-CAD pair to
advance closer towards 1.20 in the weeks ahead.

Exhibit 6: BoC expected to hike faster than Fed

Exhibit 7: USD-CAD lags 2y yield differential
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Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 20.01.2022
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US equities
Q4 reporting off to a soft start as US financials disappoint
Wolf von Rotberg
Equity Strategist
wolf.vonrotberg@jsafrasarasin.com
+41 58 317 30 20

Q4 reporting is off to a soft start. After 9% of companies have reported, only 71% have
beaten consensus, well below recent quarters. Financials disappoint on higher costs and
lower trading revenues. 108 S&P names report next week, incl. Apple and Microsoft.
The first week of the Q4 US earnings season was dominated by large -cap financials. With
about 30% of the sector having reported, two observations stand out: i) costs have surprised to the upside, as wages are rising faster than expected and ii) trading revenues
have disappointed as the pandemic-driven trading frenzy appears to be fading. As a result,
financials have failed to benefit from the latest move higher in US yields.

Financials have disappointed on higher costs
and lower trading revenues

Exhibit 1: Financials’ earnings growth has peaked

Exhibit 2: Disappointing results lead financials to underperform
bps
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108 S&P names reporting next week
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Next week will see 108 companies report. Names to watch are AmEx, GE, Moderna and
J&J on Tuesday, Boeing, Intel and Microsoft on Wednesday and Apple on Th ursday

Exhibit 3: Earnings season dashboard after first week of reporting
S&P 500 earnings dashboard
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Economic Calendar
Week of 24/01 – 28/01/2022
Country

Time

Item

Consensus
Forecast Prev.

Date

Unit

Monday, 24.01.2022
JN
01:30 Jibun Bank Japan PMI Mfg
FR
09:15 Markit France Manuf. PMI
GE
09:30 Markit Germany Manuf. PMI
EU
10:00 Markit Eurozone Manuf. PMI
UK
10:00 Markit UK Manuf. PMI
US
14:30 Chicago Fed Nat Activity Index
15:45 Markit US Manufacturing PMI

Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

Index
Index
Index
Index
Index
Index
Index

--------

54.30
55.60
57.40
58.00
57.90
0.37
57.70

Tuesday, 25.01.2022
GE
10:00 IFO Expectations
US
16:00 Conference Board Expectations
16:00 Richmond Fed Manufact. Index

Jan
Jan
Jan

Index
Index
Index

----

92.6
96.9
16.0

Wednesday, 26.01.2022
JN
06:00 Leading Index CI
US
13:00 MBA Mortgage Applications
16:00 New Home Sales
20:00 FOMC Rate Decision (UB)

Nov
Jan21
Dec
Jan26

Index
wow
1'000
%

-- 103.00
-- 2.30%
770k
744k
0.25% 0.25%

Thursday, 27.01.2022
US
14:30 Initial Jobless Claims
14:30 Durables Ex Transportation
14:30 Cap Goods Orders Nondef Ex Air
14:30 GDP ann. QoQ
14:30 Core PCE QoQ
17:00 Kansas City Fed Manuf. Activity

Jan22
Dec P
Dec P
4Q A
4Q A
Dec

1'000
mom
mom
qoq
qoq
Index

-0.50%
0.30%
5.80%
---

286k
0.90%
0.00%
2.30%
4.80%
24.00

Friday, 28.01.2022
GE
10:00 GDP SA QoQ
10:00 GDP SA YoY
EU
10:00 M3 Money Supply YoY
US
14:30 PCE Core Deflator MoM
14:30 PCE Core Deflator YoY
16:00 U. of Mich. 5-10 Yr Inflation

4Q P
4Q P
Dec
Dec
Dec
Jan F

qoq
yoy
yoy
mom
yoy
%

---0.5%
4.9%
--

1.70%
2.50%
7.30%
0.50%
4.70%
3.10%

Source: Bloomberg, J. Safra Sarasin as of 20.01.2022
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Market Performance
Global Markets in Local Currencies
Government Bonds
Swiss Eidgenosse 10 year (%)
German Bund 10 year (%)
UK Gilt 10 year (%)
US Treasury 10 year (%)
French OAT - Bund, spread (bp)
Italian BTP - Bund, spread (bp)
Stock Markets

Current value

Δ 1W

Δ YTD

TR YTD in %

0.02
-0.06
1.23
1.78
39
134

-1
-1
8
0
1
2

57
51
101
86
16
23

-1.1
-1.0
-2.0
-2.7

Level

P/E ratio

1W TR in %

TR YTD in %

12’561
15’912
871
8’815
4’300
2’149
4’483
14’846
1’256

18.0
14.3
11.3
13.3
15.4
12.5
20.3
26.5
12.7

-0.5
-0.7
-0.5
0.0
-0.4
0.5
-5.1
-6.7
-0.6

-2.4
0.2
1.3
1.6
0.1
3.3
-5.9
-9.0
2.0

Forex - Crossrates

Level

3M implied
volatility

1W in %

YTD in %

USD-CHF
EUR-CHF
GBP-CHF
EUR-USD
GBP-USD
USD-JPY
EUR-GBP
EUR-SEK
EUR-NOK

0.91
1.04
1.24
1.13
1.36
113.8
0.83
10.41
9.99

6.3
4.4
5.8
5.8
6.5
6.5
5.4
5.9
8.5

0.1
-0.6
-0.6
-0.7
-0.6
-0.3
-0.1
1.1
-0.1

3.8
-4.4
3.5
-7.8
-0.3
10.3
-7.6
3.3
-4.9

Commodities

Level

3M realised
volatility

1W in %

YTD in %

Bloomberg Commodity Index
Brent crude oil - USD / barrel
Gold bullion - USD / Troy ounce

105
88
1’841

14.8
25.6
10.6

1.0
3.7
1.0

35.9
72.0
-2.8

SMI - Switzerland
DAX - Germany
MSCI Italy
IBEX - Spain
DJ Euro Stoxx 50 - Eurozone
MSCI UK
S&P 500 - USA
Nasdaq 100 - USA
MSCI Emerging Markets

Source: J. Safra Sarasin, Bloomberg as of 20.01.2022
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Important legal Information
This document has been prepared by Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd (“Bank”) for information purposes only. It is not the result of financial research
conducted. Therefore, the “Directives on the Independence of Financial Research” of the Swiss Bankers Association do not apply to this document.
This document is based on publicly available information and data (“the Information”) believed to be correct, accurate and complete. The Bank
has not verified and is unable to guarantee the accuracy and completeness of the Information contained herein. Possible errors or incompleteness of the Information do not constitute legal grounds (contractual or tacit) for liability, either with regard to direct, indirect or consequential
damages. In particular, neither the Bank nor its shareholders and employees shall be liable for the views contained in this document. Third
party data providers make no warranties or representations of any kind relating to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of the data provided and shall have no liability for any damages of any kind relating to such data.
This document does not constitute a request or offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell investment instruments or services. It should
not be considered as a substitute for individual advice and risk disclosure by a qualified financial, legal or tax advisor. You are reminded to read
all relevant documentation before making any investment, including risk warnings, and to seek any specialist financial or tax advice that you
need. You are not permitted to pass this document on to others, apart from your professional advisers. If you have received it in error please
return or destroy it.
Past performance is no indication of current or future performance. Investments in foreign currencies are subject to exchange rate fluctuations.
Exchange rate risk will apply if the investor’s reference currency is not the same as the investment currency. Information containing forecasts
are intended for information purpose only and are neither projections nor guarantees for future results and could differ significantly for various
reasons from actual performance. The views and opinions contained in this document, along with the quoted figures, data and forecasts, may
be subject to change without notice. There is no obligation on the part of Bank or any other person to update the content of this document. The
Bank does not accept any liability whatsoever for losses arising from the use of the Information (or parts thereof) contained in this document.
Neither this document nor any copy thereof may be sent to or taken into the United States or distributed in the United States or to a US person.
This information is not directed to any person in any jurisdiction where (by reason of that person’s nationality, residence or otherwise) such
distribution is prohibited and may only be distributed in countries where its distribution is legally permitted.
Bloomberg
“Bloomberg®” and the referenced Bloomberg Index/Indices are service marks of Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates, including Bloomberg
Index Services Limited (“BISL”), the administrator of the index (collectively, “Bloomberg”) and have been licensed for use for certain purposes
by Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd. Bloomberg is not affiliated with Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd, and Bloomberg does not approve, endorse, review, or
recommend the financial instrument(s) mentioned in this publication. Bloomberg does not guarantee the timeliness, accurateness, or completeness of any data or information relating to the financial instrument(s) mentioned in this publication.
ICE Data Indices
Source ICE Data Indices, LLC (“ICE DATA”), is used with permission. ICE Data, its affiliates and their respective third party suppliers disclaim
any and all warranties and representations, express and/or implied, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use, including the indices, index data and any data included in, related to, or derived therefrom. Neither ICE Data, its affiliates or their
respective third party providers shall not be subject to any damages or liability with respect to the adequacy, accuracy, timeliness or completeness of the indices or the index data or any component thereof, and the indices and index data and all components thereof are provided on an
“as is” basis and your use is at your own risk. ICE Data, its affiliates and their respective third party suppliers do not sponsor, endorse, or
recommend Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd, or any of its products or services.
J.P. Morgan
Information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but J.P. Morgan does not warrant its completeness or accuracy. The Index
is used with permission. The Index may not be copied, used, or distributed without J.P. Morgan’s prior written approval. Copyright 2020, J.P.
Morgan Chase & Co. All rights reserved.
MSCI Indices
Source: MSCI. The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or redisseminated in any form and may not
be used as a basis for or a component of any financial instruments or products or indices. None of the MSCI information is intended to constitute
investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such.
Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The
MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information.
MSCI, each of its affiliates and each other person involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively,
the “MSCI Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties (including, without limitation, any warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, time-
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liness, non-infringement, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose) with respect to this information. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including, without
limitation, lost profits) or any other damages. (www.msci.com)
SMI
SIX Swiss Exchange AG (“SIX Swiss Exchange”) is the source of SMI Indices® and the data comprised therein. SIX Swiss Exchange has not
been involved in any way in the creation of any reported information and does not give any warranty and excludes any liability whatsoever
(whether in negligence or otherwise) – including without limitation for the accuracy, adequateness, correctness, completeness, timeliness, and
fitness for any purpose – with respect to any reported information or in relation to any errors, omissions or interruptions in the SMI Indices® or
its data. Any dissemination or further distribution of any such information pertaining to SIX Swiss Exchange is prohibited.
Distribution Information
Unless stated otherwise this document is distributed by Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd (Switzerland).
The Bahamas: This publication is circulated to private clients of Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Bahamas) Ltd, and is not intended for circulation to
nationals or citizens of The Bahamas or a person deemed ‘resident’ in The Bahamas for the purposes of exchange control by the Central Bank
of The Bahamas.
Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC): This material is intended to be distributed by Bank J. Safra Sarasin Asset Management (Middle
East) Ltd [“BJSSAM”] in DIFC to professional clients as defined by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA). BJSSAM is duly authorised
and regulated by DFSA. If you do not understand the contents of this document, you should consult an authorised financial adviser. This material
may also include Funds which are not subject to any form of regulation or approval by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (“DFSA”). The
DFSA has no responsibility for reviewing or verifying any Issuing Document or other documents in connection with these Funds. Accordingly,
the DFSA has not approved the Issuing Document or any other associated documents nor taken any steps to verify the information set out in
the Issuing Document, and has no responsibility for it. The Units to which the Issuing Document relates may be illiquid and/or subject to restrictions on their resale. Prospective purchasers should conduct their own due diligence on the Units.
Germany: This marketing publication/information is being distributed in Germany by J. Safra Sarasin (Deutschland) GmbH, Kirchnerstraße 68, 60311 Frankfurt am Main, for information purposes only and does not lodge claim to completeness of product characteristics. Insofar as
information on investment funds is contained in this publication, any product documents are available on request free of charge from J. Safra
Sarasin (Deutschland) GmbH, Kirchnerstraße 6-8, 60311 Frankfurt am Main in English and German language. To the extent that indicative
investment options or portfolio structures are included, the following applies: The indicative investment options or portfolio structures presented in these documents and the underlying model calculations are based on the information and data provided to us in the context of the
asset advisory discussion, and we have not checked them for accuracy or completeness. The indicative investment option/portfolio structure
described here is thus intended as a guide and does not make any claim to comprehensive suitability but aims to inform you about the general
possibilities that an investment entails. In order to provide you with a final investment recommendation that is tailored to your specific situation,
we need further information, in particular on your investment goals, risk tolerance, experience and knowledge of financial services and products
and your financial situation. This publication is intended to be distributed by J. Safra Sarasin (Deutschland) GmbH, Kirchnerstraße 6-8, 60311
Frankfurt am Main to clients domiciled or having their registered office in Germany and is directed exclusively at institutional clients who intend
to conclude investment business exclusively as entrepreneurs for commercial purposes. This clientele is limited to credit and financial services
institutions, capital management companies and insurance companies, provided that they have the necessary permission for the business
operation and are subject to supervision, as well as medium and large corporations within the meaning of the German Commercial Code (section 267 (2) and (3) HGB).
Gibraltar: This marketing document is distributed from Gibraltar by Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Gibraltar) Ltd, First Floor Neptune House, Marina Bay,
Gibraltar to its clients and prospects. Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Gibraltar) Ltd whose Registered Office is 57/63 Line Wall Road, Gibraltar offers
wealth and investment management products and services to its clients and prospects. Incorporated in Gibraltar with registration number
82334. Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Gibraltar) Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission. Telephone calls may
be recorded. Your personal data will be handled in accordance with our Data and Privacy Statement. Where this publication is provided to you
by Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Gibraltar) Limited: This document is approved as a marketing communication for the purposes of the Financial Services Act 2019. Nothing in this document is intended to exclude or restrict any liability that we owe to you under the regulatory system that
applies to us, and in the event of conflict, any contrary indication is overridden. You are reminded to read all relevant documentation before
making any investment, including risk warnings, and to seek any specialist financial or tax advice that you need. You are not permitted to pass
this document on to others, apart from your professional advisers. If you have received it in error please return or destroy it.
Hong Kong: This document is disseminated by Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd, Hong Kong Branch in Hong Kong. Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd, Hong
Kong Branch is a licensed bank under the Hong Kong Banking Ordinance (Cap. 155 of the laws of Hong Kong) and a registered institution under
the Securities and Futures Ordinance (cap. 571 of the laws of Hong Kong).
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Luxemburg: This publication is distributed in Luxembourg by Banque J. Safra Sarasin (Luxembourg) SA (the “Luxembourg Bank”), having its
registered office at 17-21, Boulevard Joseph II, L-1840 Luxembourg, and being subject to the supervision of the Commission de Surveillance
du Secteur financier – CSSF. The Luxembourg Bank merely agrees to make this document available to its clients in Luxembourg and is not the
author of this document. This document shall not be construed as a personal recommendation as regards the financial instruments or products
or the investment strategies mentioned therein, nor shall it be construed as and does not constitute an invitation to enter into a portfolio
management agreement with the Luxembourg Bank or an offer to subscribe for or purchase any of the products or instruments mentioned
therein. The information provided in this document is not intended to provide a basis on which to make an investment decision. Nothing in this
document constitutes an investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate for individual circumstances. Each client shall make its own appraisal. The liability of the Luxembourg Bank may not be engaged with
regards to any investment, divestment or retention decision taken by the client on the basis of the information contained in the present document. The client shall bear all risks of losses potentially incurred as a result of such decision. In particular, neither the Luxembourg Bank nor
their shareholders or employees shall be liable for the opinions, estimations and strategies contained in this document.
Monaco: In Monaco this document is distributed by Banque J. Safra Sarasin (Monaco) SA, a bank registered in “Principauté de Monaco” and
regulated by the French Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution (ACPR) and Monegasque Government and Commission de Contrôle
des Activités Financières («CCAF»).
Panama: This publication is distributed, based solely on public information openly available to the general public, by J. Safra Sarasin Asset
Management S.A., Panama, regulated by the Securities Commission of Panama.
Qatar Financial Centre (QFC): This material is intended to be distributed by Bank J. Safra Sarasin (QFC) LLC, Qatar [“BJSSQ”] from QFC to
Business Customers as defined by the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority (QFCRA) Rules. Bank J. Safra Sarasin (QFC) LLC is authorised
by QFCRA. This material may also include collective investment scheme/s (Fund/s) that are not registered in the QFC or regulated by the
Regulatory Authority. Any issuing document / prospectus for the Fund, and any related documents, have not been reviewed or approved by the
Regulatory Authority. Investors in the Fund may not have the same access to information about the Fund that they would have to information
of a fund registered in the QFC; and recourse against the Fund, and those involved with it, may be limited or difficult and may have to be pursued
in a jurisdiction outside the QFC.
Singapore: This document is disseminated by Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd., Singapore Branch in Singapore. Bank J. Safra Sarasin, Singapore
Branch is an exempt financial adviser under the Singapore Financial Advisers Act (Cap. 110), a wholesale bank licensed under the Singapore
Banking Act (Cap. 19) and regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
United Kingdom: This marketing document is distributed from the UK by Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Gibraltar) Ltd, London Branch, 47 Berkeley
Square, London, W1J 5AU, United Kingdom to its clients and prospects. Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Gibraltar) Ltd whose registered office is 57 – 63
Line Wall Road, Gibraltar, offers wealth and investment management products and services to its clients and prospects through Bank J. Safra
Sarasin (Gibraltar) Ltd, London Branch. Registered as a foreign company in the UK number FC027699. Authorised by the Gibraltar Financial
Services Commission and subject to limited regulation in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation
Authority. Registration number 466838. Details about the extent of our regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation
Authority are available from us on request. Telephone calls may be recorded. Your personal data will be handled in accordance with our Privacy
Statement. Where this publication is provided to you by Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Gibraltar) Limited, London Branch: This document is approved
as a financial promotion for the purposes of s.21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. Nothing in this document is intended to
exclude or restrict any liability that we owe to you under the regulatory system that applies to us, and in the event of conflict, any contrary
indication is overridden. You are reminded to read all relevant documentation before making any investment, including risk warnings, and to
seek any specialist financial or tax advice that you need. You are not permitted to pass this document on to others, apart from your professional
advisers. If you have received it in error please return or destroy it.
© Copyright Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd. All rights reserved.
Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd
Elisabethenstrasse 62
Postfach
4002 Basel
Schweiz
T: +41 (0)58 317 44 44
F: +41 (0)58 317 44 00
www.jsafrasarasin.ch
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